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---

**Quid NOVI**

"What’s New?"

---

So, “What’s New?” You just selected the best quality and most fashionable cutlery in the marketplace! And your customers are going to LOVE their new flatware because they can throw it in the dishwasher without a worry! QUID NOVI has engineered the long lasting plastic handles to take hundreds of dishwasher cycles without a worry, and still keep the fantastic designs and colors looking great. Our exclusive Xtra Wash™ technology eliminates the need for hand washing to preserve the original beauty of the cutlery. We only use stainless steel components, so there are no discolored metal parts from dishwashing. And we mirror polish the pieces for a brilliant shine and extra durability. We have also reinforced the stainless steel parts of the cutlery, to keep it stronger and make it last longer.

QUID NOVI offers a full range of cutlery and accessories in our fabulous designs and colors that mix and match with basic white dinnerware as well as today’s most popular patterns. In addition to the casual elegance of our eating utensils, Quid Novi’s salad servers, mocha spoons and cheese knives are great gift items to increase your sales. Fashion? For sure! Quality? No doubt. Value? You won’t find anything else better. Gorgeous, long lasting, easy to care for and affordable, enjoy!!
Monteverde
Reference:14

The sleek squared handles add a hint of modernism, while the finish offers the warm, familiar look of wood. The size and weight of the handles are comfortable and perfectly balanced for eating with ease, while the simplicity of the colors offered make this an easy way to add a modern twist to any table top. Choose from the light or dark brown finishes.
Corsica
Reference:15

Now our classic, bestselling handle shape is available in a faux wood finish! The Corsica pattern perfectly stands alone with all casual dinnerware patterns, but even better, it mixes and matches with any of our other patterns with the same classic shaped handle! Everyone can show their own personalities with their special combination of patterns, colors and textures!
Avignon
Reference: 13

The soft geometric shapes are reminiscent of a delicate tile pattern, and the complimentary color combinations are simply lovely! Printed on our classic shaped handle, the romantic Avignon works especially well with soft shaped dinnerware and serving pieces, and adds a burst of color to the most beautiful table settings.

Red  Yellow  Mint
Santa Cruz
Reference:11
Imagine sun faded stripes on a beach umbrella – this is the sunny, cool, casual feel of our Santa Cruz pattern. Traditional stripes with a hand finished feel have an added twist for an updated option to a basic stripe. For even more fun, mix with the vertical stripes of Monterey for an eclectic combination. The perfect accent to bring a pop of color to the table.

Monterey
Reference:12
We have replicated one of our bestselling patterns in a painterly way. Like long strokes of a paintbrush on a canvas, the Monterey pattern evokes a hand painted feel while maintaining a traditional overall design. The classic design is a match with a variety of dinnerware, and turns solid coordinated colors into a feast for the eyes.
The definitive standard of timeless fashion. The bold vertical stripes are simple yet stylish, and make a statement with any dinnerware. The clean lines work well with standard round, or modern shaped square plates and bowls, and contrast nicely against solid colors.
**Country Chic**
Reference: 07

This fun design makes you think of a sunny day and a checkered tablecloth, and all the good things that come along with that setting... A hint of delicate dots forms a check pattern, and larger dots create a mini floral pattern. With such a subtle pattern, this design pairs perfectly with all styles of dishes.

**Marina**
Reference: 08

The most classic design, synonymous with chic Parisian style. It was inspired by Breton fashion years ago. Originally designed to make French soldiers more visible against the waves of the sea, no one will have any problem spotting this seaside favorite on any table!

**Snowdream**
Reference: 09

A pattern of artful placement evokes a crisp snowfall of dots. This modern and clean design can pull anything together from a cheerful party to a diverse dinner gathering. It acts as a “non solid-solid”, making it a great candidate for a wide range of mixing and matching to dinnerware and table linens.
The Japanese Cherry Blossom motif instantly transports you to another place and time. The blossoms from the esteemed Sakura trees signify simplicity, spring and innocence. However, this design is anything but simple – the flowers are accented with intricate branches for a perfectly balanced pattern.

Who doesn’t love butterflies? And ours are represented with a soft textured finish to create a sophisticated take on a perennial favorite. The mottled background adds a layer of texture, enhancing the butterflies. Make your own garden atop any table with this lovely patterned flatware.
Support Materials

Colored handles made by QUID NOVI and labeled are guaranteed to resist to the harshest tests in dishwasher according to international standards. We guarantee the resistance of all printed handles for 500 cycles in a traditional dishwasher. Washing is no longer an issue.

Large Tree
H:178 W:40 D:40cm H:70 W:15.7 D:15.7”
Reference: 0033

Small Tree
H:91 W:40 D:40cm H:35.8 W:15.7 D:15.7”
Reference: 0034

Brand Sign
Reference: 0057

Cutlery Display Stands
Reference: 0058

Bucket
Reference: 0010